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OUR PARTNER; LS RETAIL
30 YEARS OF EXPERTISE

LS Retail is the global leader in retail & hospitality solutions for Microsoft Dynamics.
LS Retail has been developing software
solutions for retail, hospitality, food service
and forecourt businesses for nearly three
decades. Today, the LS Retail unified
commerce management systems power tens
of thousands of retail stores, restaurants
and gas stations in over 125 countries. LS
Retail customers range from small to large
retailers, including several of the bestknown global brands in fashion, grocery,
electronics, jewelry, furniture, pharmacy,
duty free, food service and more.
Learn more: https://www.lsretail.com/customers

Reduce complexity with unified commerce.
The LS Retail solutions unite all the functionality a retail and hospitality business needs
within one system. As a result, you can run your whole business within a single, unified
environment, from financials to inventory to Point of Sale to CRM, across the physical, online
and mobile stores. By removing the need for costly and complex integrations, the LS Retail
solutions have helped thousands of businesses cut IT costs and gain complete visibility over
their whole enterprise. A single source of information also means that you get faster
communication, make fewer mistakes, and get more precise data, so you can take crucial
business decisions timely and confidently.
Flexibility is key in retail. The LS Retail systems can be deployed on-premises, in the cloud or
as hybrid solutions, with the mix that suits each business best.
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WORKING TOGETHER
NATIONWIDE EXPOSURE

ECA ltd. and LS Retail
ECA Ltd. an ArcherPoint Company is a certified LS Retail partner. Our employees have
passed rigorous, official training by LS Retail, and are certified experts in implementing
the LS Retail solutions. Add that to 20 years of expertise in the retail and hospitality
industry in Canada: the result is a team who can help you find the best way to adapt LS
Retail to your very specific needs, so you can deliver success from day one.
Thanks to the partnership with LS Retail, you get the best of both worlds: a reliable,
proven solution with deep industry functionality, and the 24-7 support you need to
reduce implementation time and project risk. So you can be up and running on a stable,
strong software solution as quickly as possible.

A special thanks to LS Retail.
"We believe that by harnessing the strengths
and abilities of our corners of business together
is one of the most strategic ways to scale
innovation, grow, and solve challenges within
our field of work.
We look forward to continuing to grow our
business ventures together."
Reno Capano, ECA ltd.
From left

CEO & President, LS Retail: Magnus Norddahl
Reginal Vice President, LS Retail (America): Jason Patrick
President, ECA ltd.: Reno Capano
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